
You may have received the campaign piece "WANTED... Dirty Harry". If 
so, I hope you will consider a few things. I have been fighting against 
dark money and corruption now for years, and this mailer epitomizes 
both.
First, please read the 'Paid for by...". It is "Missouri Senate 
Conservatives Fund, James C. Thomas, Treasurer". On the Missouri 
Ethics Commission Website you will find that Thomas is the treasurer 
for no less than 23 other committees.
One of these, "Missouri Alliance for Freedom -- Grace River PAC" is very 
interesting. Remember, the MAF sued me because they wanted my 
emails, and the state attorney General defended me (at a cost of many 
thousands of dollars to taxpayers like you) and the court threw the case 
out. The emails MAF requested were related to my communications with 
national entities as I put together my legislation to stop dark money.
Isn't it fitting that those who depend so much on dark money work so 
hard to stop those of us who want to expose them?
You will also see that the MAF PAC made payments to the Graves 
Garrett Lawfirm. (This is the lawfirm that MAF hired to sue me). 
Remember, Todd Graves is the chair of the Missouri Republican Party. 
You might also recall that James C. Thomas paid a hefty fine to the 
Federal Elections Commission for breaking campaign finance laws. So 
we already know he coordinates with others to thwart the law.
Getting back to the "Missouri Senate Conservatives Fund", note that it 
was formed last month by Thomas the same time he formed "Senate 
Conservatives Fund" (which also has filed reports with zero amounts 
noted). Why do you think he formed these two with such similar names?
"Missouri Senate Conservatives Fund" received $200,000 from "US 
Term Limits, Inc" of Washington DC, and the report states the fund paid 
$25,260 on behalf of Tony Leutkemeyer's campaign, which includes the 
"WANTED" mailer you received, and "Ax Media" and "Axiom Strategies" 
produced the mailer. By the way, those are the companies of Jeff Roe, 
who was hired by ex-governor Greitens to help try to get him off. You 
will find that the James C Thomas PACs regularly hire Axiom and related 
companies to do their work.
Isn't it convenient that you cannot know whose money was given 



(through US Term Limits Inc.) to eventually be spent against Harry 
Roberts and for Tony Luetkemeyer, neither of whom have anything to 
do with Congressional term limits?
Back to the MAF PAC, note that it received $50,000 from Herzog 
Contracting. Herzog has contributed a lot of money to many of the 
various PACs James C Thomas is treasurer for. Don't forget that Herzog 
purchased the building in which ex-governor Greitens ran his "A New 
Missouri" PAC (which ran ads against me when I had my anti-dark 
money legislation on the floor of the Senate.) Herzog also contributed to 
Greiten's Inaugural Committee, which has yet to disclose the amount 
given.
Also, don't forget that Herzog employs Scot Van Meter's brother (and 
did employ his deceased father). Recall that Mr. Van Meter was 
recruited to run from Buchanan County in the race for my Senate seat. I 
found it very interesting that Tony Luetkemeyer's campaign treasurer, 
Al Landes, has an office next to Mr. Van Meter's brother at Herzog.
It is also important to keep in mind that Tony Luetkemeyer's wife, 
Lucinda Luetkemeyer, was ex-governor Greiten's CHIEF LEGAL 
COUNSEL.
In other words, Luetkemeyer's wife worked as close as one could to 
Greitens, who was massively supported by Herzog, who is also 
massively supporting Luetkemeyer.
I know this is taking quite a while to lay all these connections out, but it 
is very important to give a true picture of what is happening here. You 
won't see this stuff on the surface, you have to dig a little, but you will 
find all of it online.
The bottom line is that here, in my opinion, is a list of people who 
practice the dirtiest of dirty politics:
1. James C. Thomas
2. Jeff Roe
3 Todd Graves (head of the MOGOP)
4. Stan Herzog
5. Eric Greitens
6. Tony and Lucinda Leutkemeyer
Now look at the "WANTED" mailer... This is classic Jeff Roe style attack. 
You will note that some of the pictures of Harry Roberts look 



suspiciously the same as those on Luetkemeyer's official campaign 
pieces. Of course, since Tony Luetkemeyer also uses Jeff Roe's Axiom 
Strategies for his mailers, it wouldn't be surprising. (Just read the 
reports on the Ethics Commission website to confirm all this.) By the 
way, isn't coordination between political committees illegal???
You might have read that I had an ethics complaint filed against me 
recently, and my son had one filed against him too. Both of these 
complaints were drafted in a way that was suspiciously similar to the 
lawsuit that was filed against me by MAF (but of course there is no way 
for me to confirm that suspicion). You can see on the Ethics 
Commission website that both these complaints were found to be 
BASELESS. So when James Thomas and Jeff Roe write that Harry 
Roberts "faces investigation by the Missouri Ethics Commission", I can 
assure you that they both know that such a claim is meaningless. I 
wouldn't be surprised if they themselves actually coordinated with 
someone to file the ethics complaint. Making the claim in the mailer is an 
example of the dirtiest of "dirty mudslinging politics". Talk about the pot 
calling the kettle black...
Everything about this mailer is a lie. The claim that Harry Roberts "raised 
government spending by $4 million" is absurd. Harry spent the revenue 
of Buchanan County all by himself? Or "Harry gave taxpayer-funded pay 
raises to politicians like himself"... really? Is it only acceptable to vote for 
budgets that never include cost of living increases? And which of the 
spending, specifically, that Harry is responsible for, was "wasteful"?
And as far as the tax (.25 cent sales tax to help build our levees to save 
our Air National Guard Base), do you know who pushed for that after 
getting money in the Missouri budget? It was ME. I know that some 
people live by the rule that all taxes are evil, but sensible people know 
that there are exceptions to every rule, and saving our ANG base was 
enough to warrant an exception. By the way, the levee is paid for, and 
the tax is going to go away. Harry did the responsible thing by 
supporting our ANG Base. Someone needs to ask Tony Luetkemeyer if 
he would have supported the tax. Or would he have just let the ANG 
base be cut in the next round of cuts because of its risk of flooding? 
Seriously, someone needs to ask him that!
Remember when former Senator John Danforth called for a cleaning up 
of political rhetoric after our State Auditor Tom Schweich committed 



suicide? He was reported to be despondent over attach ads against him. 
Guess who was responsible for the attack ads? That would be the same 
outfit that drafted this lying vicious attack piece against Harry Roberts.
The political machine you see lined up against Harry Roberts is a 
disgusting, despicable group that have no honor. They work so hard to 
hide what they do from public view and are the best example I know of 
why we need campaign finance reform, ethics reform, and anti-
corruption legislation. I REALLY don't want such a person being my 
senator or following in my footsteps. I know that Harry Roberts will carry 
on the fight against corruption and dark money and not work for special 
interests at the expense of the people.
That is why I endorse Harry Roberts to replace me as the 34th District 
Senator. I sincerely hope you will support him and vote for him.
Rob Schaaf

https://www.facebook.com/Rob.Schaaf?fref=mentions

